
A Day at the Office,  
A Night at the Telescope. 

What Astronomers Really Do  









Professionals 
and 

Amateurs 
•  American Astronomical Society: about 

7500 members 
•  International Astronomical Union: 10088 

members 
•  American Association of Variable Star 

Observers: over 1000 members 
•  Local amateur groups: 10s of thousands of 

members 



Astronomer or Astrophysicist? 

• Astronomer implies an observer 
• Astrophysicist impresses people 

All professional astronomers today are 
astrophysicists. 



Professional Astronomers 
•  Experimentalists perform laboratory experiments. 
•  Observers take and analyze data. 
•  Phenomenologists use large data sets to search for 

underlying relations 
•  Computationalists use computers to simulate reality 
•  Theorists work from basic physical principles to 

explain the observations 
•  Instrumentalists design and build detectors, 

telescopes, and satellites.  



Research 
We (mostly) all have day jobs 
Research is one aspect of the job 

Astronomers may be  
•  Administrators/bureaucrats,  
•  observatory staff 
•  Professors 
•  Industry staff 



How Research Gets Done 
1.  Have a great idea. Or a good idea.  
2.  Do your homework. 
3.  Write a proposal. (awarded competitively) 

•  An observer needs telescope time; 
•  A computationalist needs computer time 
•  We all need funding (summer salary/students/postdocs) 

4.  Get the data.  
–  Go to the telescope, or 
–   Wait for the data from a satellite, or 
–   Run the experiment, or 
–   mine the data archives  

5.  Analyze the data. 
6.  Present results at a meeting at an exotic location 

Write the paper and publish 
7.  Go back to step 1 (usually after #3).  



A Night at 
the 

Telescope 





1.5m + RC optical spectrograph	




Afternoon calibrations 













Grad Student Working the 0.9m	






Telescopes I Use:  
Hubble Space Telescope 



Chandra 

Swift 

XMM-Newton 



Gemini-S 



Palomar: 
Hale 200” 



SOAR 



CTIO Blanco 



KPNO Mayall 4m 



IRTF 





Associations 
•  Astronomical Society of Long Island 

–  http://www.asliclub.org/ASLI/NEW_ASLI_Home.html 
•  Custer Institute 

–  http://www.custerobservatory.org/ 

•  American Astronomical Society 
–  http://aas.org/ 

•  International Astronomical Union 
–  http://www.iau.org/ 

•   American Association of Variable Star Observers 
–  http://www.aavso.org/ 

References 

Hotel Mauna Kea:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XPdTlHK1h_0 


